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This paper introduces the notion of Sisyphean Tasks, ones
that people need to do repeatedly, for long periods, possibly over many
years, to achieve important goals. Some examples are associated with
maintaining or improving health and tness: doing regular exercise; tracking one's weight; taking medication properly. Such tasks have driven
much pervasive computing research precisely because it has the potential to easily capture relevant information, track a person's performance
and activity, and make eective use of that information. We identify
the design requirements for a user controlled infrastructure to support
Sisyphean Tasks by supporting four important classes of applications:
mirrors, ambient displays, alerts and arbitrary personalized applications.
We describe our implemented architecture for this and report its evaluation based on creating demonstrator applications. Our key contributions
are: dening the nature of Sisyphean Tasks; designing an infrastructure
to support them, both enabling aggregation of information and supporting exible tools that use this to support Sisyphean Tasks; creation of
Mneme, our implementation of that design; and its validation via applications that have had long term use.

Abstract.

1

Introduction

Pervasive computing has the potential to provide valuable support for people to
achieve long term goals in many critical aspects of their lives. This is because
it oers the promise of harnessing data that is captured by a range of sensors,
throughout the user's environment. One important class of these relate to the
long term goal to maintain or improve health. Pervasive computing sensors can
support this by making it easy to capture relevant data about factors aecting
health, such as nutrition, sleep and exercise, as well as indicators of health, such
as weight, rest pulse and blood pressure. For example, the UbiFit system [4] made
it easy to for a person to track their activity and it then provided a glanceable
display of this information. Over three months, UbiFit users were better able
to maintain physical activity levels because of the automatic data collection on
activity combined with presentation of activity summaries in an eective format
on their mobile phone, a device that was readily available.
The goal of maintaining health, and its subgoal of achieving or maintaining
healthy levels of activity, is one example of a very long term goal. We call these

Sisyphean

tasks, ones that people are compelled to do repeatedly, as part of

achieving their important goals. Like Sisyphus, we need to continue to exercise
if we want to be healthy. There are several important classes of Sisyphean tasks.
Some that have had considerable attention in the pervasive literature relate to
health, for example, aiding adults to manage diabetes [23] and a design to provide
similar support for children [26]. Another class of Sisyphean tasks relates to long
term learning and skill acquisition, for example, tracking a child's long term
development [16].
There are two key ways that pervasive computing can help a person tackle
their own Sisyphean tasks: making it easy to capture relevant data; and to exploit that data making it available pervasively when and where it is useful for
supporting the tasks. Importantly, there are cases where pervasive computing
applications could help the individual with their Sisyphean tasks. For example, many people must take medication at particular times daily, an important
Sisyphean task for them. Pervasive applications can help with this in several
ways. They can make it easier to record when the medication has been taken.
They can then support a mobile interface for checking if it has been taken. This
can give peace of mind if the user goes out and cannot recall whether they took
their medication. The mobile phone can also issue alerts when the medication is
overdue. An ambient display can help remind a persons if they have not taken
their upcoming dose. In case of people with memory loss, such systems can also
be valuable for their relatives and carers [5].
We are beginning to see the emergence of many devices that can automatically capture valuable information for Sisyphean tasks. For example Withings

1 wirelessly transmit their readings for a person's weight and fat percent-

scales

age to the Withings server. Other tools can wirelessly capture and record activ-
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ity levels . These share some aspects of the philosophy of lifelogging [10] which
aims to automatically collect rich sets of information about people, such as video
streams. Another class of sensor can make use of personal information management (PIM) tools such as a todo-list manager

3 which enables a person to dene

tasks such as walking for 30 minutes each day. If the user then marks each of
these tasks as done, or not, this creates a valuable source of data about activity.
Another recently emerging class of sensor supports Personal Informatics [22];
they help people collect information about themselves conveniently.
At present, many of these sensors store their data about the user in various

silos. This means that a person needs to consult several dierent programs and
web sites to see their information. Nor is it easy for the individual user to make
various parts of the data available to arbitrary pervasive computing applications
that could aid them in tackling their Sisyphean tasks, such as the elements we
described above for helping a person with achieving good compliance in taking
medication.
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device www.withings.com/
http://www.directlife.philips.com/, http://www.tbit.com/
like Remember the Milk https://www.rememberthemilk.com

We designed the Mneme framework to support people in their Sisyphean
tasks. It can capture a broad range of relevant sensor information, both from
automatic capture of data by pervasive sensors and from various interfaces that
enable the user to record data. It can combine the information in exible ways
and can make it available to the range of applications that can play a role
in supporting Sisyphean tasks. Importantly, from the very foundations of its
design, it aims to put the user in control of this whole personal infrastructure.
In the next section, we review related work. Then we analyze the nature of
Sisyphean tasks and explain how this inuenced the high level design of Mneme.
We then present its architecture and implementation, followed by our validation,
based upon creation of a set of demonstrator applications. We conclude with a
discussion of the implications of our approach and future work.

2

Related Work

The purely technical aspects of our work build upon several areas of research
that aim to exploit emerging technologies that enable people to capture, retain
and use long term collections of digital information about their lives [8]. All
have a common foundation: it is technically feasible to collect huge amounts
of data about ourselves; and that information has the potential to be of great
value in the long term, perhaps for purposes that were not envisaged when it
was collected.
At one end of the spectrum is work that aims to automatically capture rich
multimedia of a person's daily activity, including video and audio records of the
day as in MyLifeBits [10]. This approach is characterized by its use of raw data,
with automated capture, and no need for explicit user action to dene the salient
parts [24]. In one study, involving people with severe cognitive loss [21], it showed
promise in aiding memory formation and recollection when used to review a
day's lifelogs. A study of lighter forms of lifelogging on phones [15] aided social
goals and highlighted the need for user control over the automatically logged
personal information. Research challenges associated with lifelogging [8], include
determining what is important, aggregating information from multiple sources,
ensuring safe storage and management and eective sharing. A recent critique
of lifelogging [25] points to the need to build on previous work, particularly that
which points to potential benets to memory. Our work does just this.
Others have explored ways to aggregate a person's information, rather than
leaving silos of it across various web sites. For example, SUMI [20] does this by
creating a personal portal for social networking information, aggregated from
several sites. It tackled the dicult problems of dierent ontologies across social
network sites as well as the interface challenges associated with supporting user
control over their own information.
Our work builds from the goals of the many pervasive computing researchers,
who have explored ways to support health needs. For example, [23] automatically
captured evidence of activity as well as manually entered data such as blood
sugar and blood pressure readings, presenting these on a phone. This is similar to

[4] which automatically captured activity and provided phone-based summaries.
Unlike these individual systems, our work aims to give people the ability to make
use of any information sources that suit their needs and budget, aggregating all
their own information so that it can then drive applications of their choice.
This also dierentiates it from the emerging range of commercial systems
in this space, such as Google Health and Microsoft's HealthVault, which enable
a person to aggregate of a range of information from their set of sources and
medical providers. One view of all these is that each of these constitute yet
another web silo of the user's personal information; however, both aim to be
repositories that also aggregate data from health providers. Our work takes
account of the notion of

personal space extension

[6] describing the trend for

people to put personal information online for exible access.
None of the previous work has explored ways to give a user the means to easily
create and control their own infrastructure, dening the aspects of themselves
that they wish to model and establishing the evidence sources that can contribute
to each part of the model as well as dening which applications can make use of
the model. This is the goal of our work.

3

Analysis of Sisyphean tasks and design for mental
model

We now describe our analysis of Sisyphean tasks to inform the design of an in-
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frastructure to support them. First, we identify the attributes Sisyphean tasks :







repeatedly ;
long term ;
to achieve important long term goals ;
for improvement or maintenance of an outcome;

they must be done
over the

pervasive computing can provide a sources of evidence about
ing the Sisyphean goals or



eort

success in meet-

in completing the Sisyphean tasks towards

those goals;
they have to t into people's lives over the long term and so supporting
them must take into account that people have limited

interrupted

attention, should not

unnecessarily but should be interrupted when that is justied.

To aid our description of our design process, we refer to Figure 1 which summarizes it in terms of the mental model our work aims to support. In the center

5

is Mneme , so named because it is intended to

remember

useful information.

Essentially, it is a repository for all the information to support Sisyphean tasks.

Goals driving Sisyphean tasks
Consider the nature of long term goals that motivate Sisyphean tasks, such as
the following which have motivated signicant pervasive computing research:

4
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We have italicized the key concepts that were critical for the design.
In Greek mythology, she was the muse of memory

import scripts
(eg historical
data)

Direct user
input

aggregators

Management Interface
(ontology, goals, apps)

sensors

sources

Mneme
applications
mirrors
(eg weight
management)

ambient
displays
(eg orb)

personalised
applications

alerts
(eg medication)

Overview of Mneme vision to meet design goals to enable people to:
G1. Establish goals motivating Sisyphean tasks.
G2.1 Link these to sensor data reecting eort and success.
G2.2 Easily input explicit information about the eort, success or context.
G2.3 Easily aggregate arbitrary web-based information.
G2.4 Easily incorporate historic information.
G3.1 See mirrors of useful information about progress.
G3.2 Establish ambient displays to support Sisyphean tasks.
G3.3 Establish alerts to support Sisyphean tasks.
G3.4 Link personalized applications.
Fig. 1.

 physical goals

eg healthy weight, blood pressure, activity levels [4], following

required medication regimes [5], tracking information for managing diabetes
[23], posture [12], self care for the elderly, [5], performance in sport [2];

 mental, spiritual, emotional and social goals

eg fullling responsibilities to

immediate family, maintaining broader social links, positive mood;

 intellectual and creative goals

eg learning a new language, learning about

tness and health, long term intellectual development [16], craft projects,
achieving expertise in an area;

 environmental goals

eg reduce electricity consumption [18] reduce water use

[9], improve air quality [17], improve driving behaviors, make more use of
public transport and walking rather than driving;
This is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to characterize the breadth and
nature of the goals. Even with this indicative list, it is clear that there are many

potential goals that could involve Sisyphean tasks. It is also apparent that our
design must take into account that people have limited attention. So it would
be infeasible to keep all of these at the forefront of one's attention. Moreover,
dierent people will set dierent priorities. So, while some goals, such as those
associated with physical well being, are likely to be important to many people.
others will be particular to individuals. Over time, one person's priorities will
change. For example, a person who learns that they have diabetes may need
to set new goals or increase the priority on existing ones. This leads to our

establish their own goals
motivating their Sisyphean tasks (G1). So we need a management interface that

design goal for our infrastructure, to enable person to

enables the user to dene such goals as shown at the left of Figure 1.

Capturing all relevant information about eort, success and context
in Sisyphean tasks
We now consider the range of sources of information that could provide valuable information about Sisyphean tasks and the achievement of long term goals.
At the upper left of Figure 1, we show two key sources of information about
Sisyphean goals.
Sensors include all mechanisms that can capture information without requiring eort from the user. New ones are becoming available. For example, Withings

6 wirelessly transmit their readings for a person's weight and fat percent-

scales

age to a Withings server. Other tools can wirelessly capture and record activity
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levels . Our goal is to enable people to make use of any sensors that they wish,
exibly linking these to any of their goals. So, for example, an activity sensor
could inform the goal to loose weight, to improve mood, and to maintain posture
because it indicates that the user spends less time sitting. This leads to our design goal that the infrastructure should enable the user to

with any of their long term goals (G2.1).

link arbitrary sensors

While such sources are important, it is also critical that people can give

rect input

di-

of any information they wish. This may partly oset the limitations

of the existing technology. For example, in one study involving automatic activity tracking [4] people expressed dissatisfaction that it failed to capture some
activities. Had they been able to easily record this, it would partly address this
limitation. In general, it is desirable to ensure that people can exibly capture
any information that they wish to. This motivates the design goal that the in-

directly input information (G2.2) where this
eort such as an exercise session, their success,
best, or context such as a note about a landmark

frastructure should support users to
may include a record of their
such as beating a personal

event that might help explain changes or support later retrieval of information.
Our infrastructure should enable a person to exploit relevant personal information that is currently managed by diverse applications and within web
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services. This includes emerging health information portals . Depending upon
the health services one uses, useful information may be available from one or
more sites like these. Many personal information management (PIM) tools also
hold information that could be useful. For example, a todo-list manager

9 en-

ables a person to use their mobile phone or desktop to plan, track and recall
things that they want to do. To exploit these, a design goal is to enable the user

aggregate arbitrary web-based information, linking it to their Sisyphean tasks
(G2.3).
to

The fourth source of information is any data the user had captured in the
past. For example, the user may have kept a personal log of their weight, a
spreadsheet of the long term sports training information or the like. At the
point that the user realizes that this might usefully contribute to the long term
picture of their progress on Sisyphean tasks, they should be able to incorporate
it. This gives the design goal that users should be able to

historic information (G2.4)

easily incorporate

Exploiting information about Sisyphean tasks to help achieve long
term goals
How should be make use of information about Sisyphean tasks? A recent critique
of lifelogging [25] suggests some important possibilities. It notes the potential
benets of helping people recollecting, reminiscing,

remembering

retrieving, reecting,

and

intentions, where the italicized elements are of particular value for

supporting Sisyphean tasks if there is a suitable interface that the user can access
when they wish to do one of these actions.
We consider rst, support for retrieving relevant information to support reection. This can take the form of
in a form that helps users

see

mirror applications which present information

themselves, supporting awareness, reection and

planning. This has been shown to be valuable in a broad range of contexts. For
example, Open Learning Modelling (OLM) systems [3] have been valuable in
improving learning by enabling the learner to become aware of their level of
performance, track their progress and plan their learning. In the health context,
the UbiFit glanceable display of user's physical activity [4] enabled people to
maintain a higher level of physical activity. In long term work by small teams,
visualizations of models of each team member's activity helped identify group
problems, supporting monitoring of progress and had an additional role as a new
means to navigate large collections of digital materials [27]. Currently, many applications and web sites provide helpful interfaces to the particular data that

10 , Garmin FR60 pulse

they manage, for example in association with the Fitbit

11 and Withings wireless bathroom scales12 . We aim to make all
recording watch
8
9
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11
12

such as Google Health https://www.google.com/health, Microsoft's HealthVault
http://www.healthvault.com/
such as Remember the Milk https://www.rememberthemilk.com
tbit.com
http://www.garmin.com/
withings.com

such information available in one place, so the user can reect on any combination of the information they wish. This gives our goal to support users to

mirrors showing information associated with Sisyphean tasks (G3.1).

access

Taking account of people's limited attention, the need to remember intentions
suggests that we should also need an active system, that can enable a user to
delegate the job of remembering their Sisyphean tasks. We distinguish these in

interrupt the user. We aim to enable the user to establish
ambient displays that present useful information about progress (G3.2). These
terms of whether they

do not interrupt the user.
There are cases where interruption is desirable. For example, if the user wants
help in remembering to take their medication, they may want to be interrupted
once a dose is overdue. This motives our design goals to enable the user to

alerts to support Sisyphean tasks (G3.3).
support for arbitrary personalized applications (G3.4). For example, an exercise coaching system may personalize its
establish

The nal element in our design is to

advice based on rich collections of information about the user's past activity and
their response to previous advice.

3.1

Control interface

For all the goals, an essential design goal is that the user be able to control
each element, from the denition of goals, linking these to information sources,
be that via direct interfaces, sensors, aggregators or import of historic data and
establishing which applications that make use of the relevant information to
provide mirrors, ambient displays as well as active notications. This is shown
at the left of Figure 1.

4

Architecture and implementation of Mneme

We now describe the architecture of our infrastructure to meet the design goals
just described. We illustrate it in Figure 2. The oval indicates the two parts of the
Mneme framework. At the top is the Mneme portal which manages interaction
with the user. At the upper left of the gure, we show the functionality it provides
for managing and viewing the Mneme models. At the upper right, we show its
facility for direct user input. The other part is the Personis [1] user modelling
framework. The remainder of the architecture is based on applications, each of
which interacts with Mneme via the

4.1

app

shown in the gure.

Mneme information store

This is the backend representation and storage for Mneme. To implement this, to
chose the PersonisAD modelling system [1] as a foundation, because it supports

categories which contain
components, each representing one key aspect, where this can be an attribute such
as the user's weight, a preference such as preferred foods or exercises, knowledge

the representation of a hierarchical namespaces called

user viewing
and
management

sensors
(eg wifi scale)

direct user
input

Mneme
portal

app

app
Personis

application
(eg MedManager)

models
portals/services
(eg Google Health)

app

app

Fig. 2.

importer
(eg historical data)

Mneme architecture.

(for supporting long term learning). It also has exible mechanisms for reasoning,
privacy control and was designed to support explanations of its operation as a
basis for user control [7]. PersonisAD is

active

in the sense that components

can have rules which re when new information is added to a component. This
can be used to add information to other parts of the model or to drive an
external application. It is

distributed

in that parts of the model can reside on

accretion/resolution representation. This
tell evidence about components; it accretes this,

arbitrary machines. It is based on the
allows information sources to

without interpreting it. It time-stamps such evidence and tags it with its source
(such as the name of sensor). When an application
components, PersonisAD

lters

asks

for information about

evidence according the rights of application, for

example only allowing information from some sources to an application. Then it
uses a

resolver, one allowed for that application, to determine how to interpret

the available evidence. This exible system supports reasoning based on noisy
and uncertain evidence. For Mneme we needed to enhance this representation.
We now describe the new features needed for Mneme.
One requirement for Mneme, was to represent goals. To do this, we augmented Personis so that a category or component can be dened to be a

goal. It

can then represent the following additional parts.

 Target.

This is optional but can specify a value that is the user's target.

This is added to the component's evidence list, timestamped and typed as
a target value. Over time, a user may nominate diering targets and these
are all kept.

 Child components.

This is an optional list of components the user wants to

associate with this goal. These can be subgoals (other goal components).
For example, if a user denes the goal called

health,

they may link this to

components, goal components, such as
not, as in the case of

 Parent goal list.

Blood Pressure

Exercise sessions per week, weight
Health Note Log.

or

or

This is a backward link to goal components or categories

for which this is a child. One component may be part of several goals. For
example, if the user thinks of

environmental goals.

walking to work

as contributing to

health

and

The other major facilities added to Personis were to support the exible
addition of applications. First we needed to support denitions of links between
arbitrary parts of the Personis model. This enables the user to link a goal with
evidence that is collected by application. So, for example, the user can link their

weight

component with the evidence from the

Withings application which makes

use of weight readings on Withings bathroom scales. We explain these in the next
subsection.
We also needed mechanisms to import and export

partial models.

The im-

port is critical for the task of adding new information sources and applications.
This allows new areas to be modelled conveniently: an application can initialize a section of the model by importing a partial model template that contains
only the component ontology and no information about the components. The
export is needed for applications that do rich personalization, requiring a many
components below a point in the hierarchy. For example, this may be useful for
applications that teach the user and need detailed models of their knowledge in
a domain. Existing Personis mechanisms for ltering are used for managing privacy. We also use both import and export for maintenance and creating backups.
We envisage they would be useful for exporting part of the model to an external
device such as a phone so that it can operate when disconnected [11].

Mneme apps

4.2

A key new element was required to support management of arbitrary applications
that either provide information to the model (via the
or make use of it (via the

ask ).

tell

primitive operation)

The new facilities support registration of new

applications. An application is registered by the owner of the model and a security key generated. The application then uses the key to carry out operations
on the model. Permission for the application to perform ask/tell operations is
controlled for each category in the model, with the default being no permission.

app to be registered with Mneme, enabling a user
app communicates with the
Mneme models using Personis ask and tell functions. The simplest app s operate
The framework requires an

to associate them with parts of their model. Each

as glue code between an external system and the model. More sophisticated

app s

may have substantial functionality of their own, as we illustrate in the

next section. Figure 2 shows the four examples of classes of
operate in real time to

tell

app s: sensors which

information to the model as in the case of wirelessly

connected scales which send weight and fat measures to an application provided
by the manufacturer. This connects to a small

app

that we created to

information to Mneme. The gure shows the class of

app

tell

this

that interacts with

tell
app s that users choose to explicitly
desktop, tell ing this to Mneme. This

one of the many online portals that have APIs, such as Google Health, to
information to Mneme. We show the class of
invoke to import information from their

serves as a bridge between Mneme and data from arbitrary les and exported

app is a more general application which does
tell s and ask s on the models. The next section illustrates all four classes of

from applications. The nal class of
both

app s.

A key goal for our design of the architecture and implementation is to minimize the eort for programmers to create new
information into their model, as well as

apps

apps

that enable the user get

that make use of the model to

personalize their actions. All current applications (Withings, graph-weight, MedManager etc) are written in Python. In the next section, we describe several

apps

we have created. They range in code size from 22 lines to 500 lines of Python.
The "Withings"

app, at 22 lines, is a script that is invoked from the withings.com

site when a new piece of weight data is available. The script fetches the weight
data and performs a "tell" operation to add it to Mneme. The MedManager is
approximately 500 lines, driving a complex system that delivers multiple alerts
and ambient displays.

4.3

Mneme portal

Mneme provides a web-based interface which enables the user to manage their
model. Figure 3 shows the user model

View

of the

Personal/Health

category

(some detail has been ommitted for clarity). This has 6 components. The rst,

BP maintains evidence about blood pressure. The screen shows the reading from
Jan 9, 2010 and shows that the source was the user (Judy) using the Omron
device. Next is the user's current weight goal, which currently has a target value
of 60 and based on the last reading (Oct 10, 2010) its current resolved value is
61.6. For any component, clicking its name causes an expanded display showing

the recent evidence and the ability for the user to add new evidence for this
component. This was how the user entered the blood pressure, WWE and notes
shown in this page. The other facilities on this page are the clickable

component

for creating new components and

add new category

add new

for creating a

subcategory within this one.
Within the

Apps

page, example shown in Figure 4, the user may add a new

application. This enables the user to select and congure the applications that
they wish to be used in conjunction with their Mneme user model. An example
conguration page for the
Figure 5. The

Fitbit

application and associated device

13 is shown in

Fitbit application operates in conjunction with a body-worn device

that sends readings for number of steps taken each day to the Fitbit service. The
Fitbit service can be congured to send this information, along with an estimate
of the number of kilometres walked and calories expended, via a twitter message.
The

Fitbit

application parses the twitter message and adds the information to

the user model.

13

http://tbit.com

Example of Mneme screen that gives View of the model and enables the user
to create new parts of the model and add evidence to components.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

The

congure

Applications selection page.

button on the

Apps

page allows the user to link the relevant

components in their model with those in the application. So, for example, if

Withings application uses a term other than the user's chosen name for the
weight component, the user maps these in the conguration screen.

the

In summary, Mneme provides interfaces that enable the user to dene new
categories and components in their model, add evidence and activate applications
that can contribute to or make use of the model.
The Mneme portal is implemented as a web application using a combination
of HTML/CSS, Javascript and Python. Basic page layout uses the Cellerator
web framework

14 . Mneme runs under Cellerator on a web server as a cgi script.

Communication between Mneme and the Personis server uses an RPC mechanism with http message transport and JSON message encoding.

5

Demonstrator applications

As one of our core contributions is the creation of the new framework, Mneme, we
evaluated it by demonstrating its use to create two demonstrator applications,
as recommended in [14]. The rst of these is a minimal example of a mirror,

14

http://www.cs.usyd.edu.au/∼piers/

Fig. 5.

Fitbit information.

to support reection on long term data. The second is more complex, involving
several small

5.1

apps.

Mirror application examples

An important goal for many people is to improve or maintain their tness and
health. This involves a complex set of behaviors, such as exercising regularly and
making healthy eating choices. There are several relevant measures indicating
progress and success, including weight, fat levels, blood pressure and rest pulse.
There are already many web sites which enable a person to monitor such information associated with this goal

15 , reecting its importance for many people.

We have also mentioned the emerging set of tools that

automatically

capture

relevant information, and wirelessly transmit it to a central site. Then, users can
view this data at the associated web site. Essentially, each of these provides its
own mirror interface, but they are all independent and dierent. We now show
how Mneme can aggregate such sources. We also give an example of a mirror
applications which enables the user to see this information.
Using the interfaces described in the last section, a user can dene a Mneme health

weight, fat level, blood pressure, exercise levels. Then they register the relevant applications (as described above).
context with relevant components, such as

For this validation, applications which use the API available for a site to add to
the user model were:

 Withings

which makes user of the API provided by Withings, for their wire-

less scales for weight and fat levels, to add these to the

weight

and

fat level

components in the Mneme model;

 Garmin for pulse rate readings for the rest pulse component;
 RTM which makes use of the task manager system, Remember The Milk 16 ,
extracting just the tasks that the user titled

daily exercise

and adding this

to the exercise levels component.

15
16

such as http://www.weightwatchers.com, http://www.coolrunning.com/
https://www.rememberthemilk.com

Fig. 6.

We used a set of

importer

Example mirror interface.

applications to incorporate data that the user had

captured over several years, using custom desktop applications. This provided
evidence for the following components:

 weight from data the user had captured from 1996 until October 2010;
 exercise levels from 277 records of exercise points (where an hour's gentle
exercise is about 3 points) from February 2007 until November 2009 as well
as 213 pedometer readings from January 2006 until July 2007;

 BPP

which added

Blood pressure

and

rest pulse

data.

Finally, for a period of one month, the user directly entered readings into Mneme for

Blood pressure

and

exercise levels

information.

This set of applications are representative of each of the four classes of user
model evidence sources in Figure 1. Once these processes have populated the
Mneme model, the user registered applications that provide the

mirror

inter-

faces. Figure 6 shows output from one of these, with the user's model for weight.
Data from 1996 until November 2009 was from old data, mined by the

ist

application and subsequent data came from the

Withings

datal-

application. There

are some clearly anomalies in this data, the rst due to errors in data entry
by the user and the last due to the Withings scale incorrectly associating another person's weight reading with them. In previous work, we have used resolver
functions to address problems like this [1].

5.2

Pervasive demonstrator

There is a large, and growing, group of people who need to take life-saving medications over the very long term. This poses challenges, as reected in a recent
study [19] which observed that people, especially the elderly nd it dicult to
maintain their medication regime, "forgetting to take their medicine, uncertain
if they have taken their medicine before, taking extra dose of medicine when they
have already taken, taking the wrong types or amount of medicine, and running

short of medication supply unexpectedly". While some very simple packaging
[13] can help a person to check whether they took their medication by looking
at the package, this is not useful if the user is away from the location of the
medicine. The MedManager application illustrates how Mneme has been used
to help a user with some of these problems, by providing:






a web interface and phone application where the user can check whether
they have taken their last dose;
a mobile phone alert sent if the user failed to take their medicine in time;
an RFID-based

invisible

application which simplies tracking when the user

has taken medication.
an ambient display, based on an orb, which glows red when the user's medication is overdue, green otherwise;

All make use of a component in the model called

taken

17 where MedMan-

ager adds evidence reecting each time the user has taken medication.
We now describe the operation of the web interface and phone application.
At either the web of phone interfaces, the user can click a button to indicate
taking medication. This performs a

tell

on the

taken

component. (Of course, for

the system to be eective, the user needs to remember to do this when they take
the medication and this makes the phone application the more convenient and
eective.) When the web and phone application starts, it performs an
the

taken

ask

on

component and displays the last two times medication was taken.

Now consider the way MedManager sends a reminder when the user has failed
to take their medication. This has several parts. A

timer within MedManager has
ask s the taken

the times that medication should be taken and at those times, it

component for the most recent record of the user taking their medication. In our
operating version, the user takes two sets of medication, one for 8am and one

timer determines the user has failed to take their medication,
reminder and begins sending alerts to the user's mobile phone
every 15 minutes until the taken component indicates it has been taken.

for 8pm. If the
it activates the

Even nding a phone at the time of taking medication can be inconvenient
and may mean the user fails to do it. So MedManager has an RFID-based mechanism designed to make it almost no extra eort to tell MedManager when
medication has been taken. Figure 7 shows a cabinet in the user's living room.
The leftmost picture shows two containers, one for each of morning and evening
medications, the next picture shows the contents of one of the containers. The
following picture shows the RFID reader, installed inside another attractive box
and the RFID tag on the back of one of the medication containers. Finally, the
rightmost image shows the user passing a container close to the RFID reader
causing MedManager to do a

tell

on the

taken

component. MedManager also

produces a spoken audio message conrming that the user's action has been
recognized by the system.
The Orb light, also shown in the photos, is normally a dim green color but
changes to a pulsing red if the medication is overdue. In addition, a soft tweet-like
tone is played every few minutes if medication is overdue.

17

within the user's Mneme

personal/health/medications

category

Fig. 7.

6

RFID-based part of MedManager.

Discussion and conclusions

Our goals were to design and implement an infrastructure to support people in
their Sisyphean tasks, enabling them to

control

their own long term personal

information, aggregating personal data from a range of services and systems.
This goal meant we needed mechanisms for the user to dene their goals, with
terms that they choose. In Mneme, users do this by creating categories to structure their user model and components which within these. Another key part of
Mneme enables users to determine the applications that contribute information
about either their activities or measures of their success in their Sisyphean tasks.
Our work complements the emerging cloud computing services with their
convenient, any time, any place access to personal information. These services
tend to

fragment

a person's information, exacerbating the long standing issues

of fragmentation across the user's applications and across their computers and
other devices. Mneme addresses this problem. Importantly, Mneme gives the
user the convenience of cloud services without sacricing control over that data.
We have identied four classes of applications that should contribute information about Sisyphean tasks: automatic sensors, aggregators, direct user input
and the harvesting of historic data. We have identied three classes of applications that can help the user exploit this information in achieving Sisyphean
tasks:

mirrors

enable people to

see

aspects of themselves more clearly, but op-

erate only when the user decides to activate them; ambient displays that operate automatically but subtly, displaying information; active notications; and
arbitrary personalised, potentially pervasive applications that can make more
complex uses of the Mneme store.
Mneme provides a framework for programmers to easily create such applications. Then the Mneme portal enables the user to choose which of these applications may contribute to or use particular parts of their model. Mneme currently
provides a framework and useful demonstrator applications. We are building additional applications for educational roles for the lifelong learning. To date, the
actual use of Mneme has been restricted to the authors over 15 months, and
incorporating data over 14 years. User trials are an important next stage; these
will provide a quite dierent understanding and privacy limitations will make
this far more restricted. Future work include evaluating user interfaces, exploring how readily users choose to use Mneme over the long term. We want to add
mechanisms to enable users to determine the storage of dierent parts of the

model on dierent machines, to match their privacy concerns. We will also need
to assess ease of

app

creation by programmers and avoiding security problems.

We have demonstrated that the Mneme framework can integrate evidence
from four important source classes: sensors; cloud services; direct user input
and importer sources which can mine the user's personal information stores. We
have validated the framework with two useful demonstrator applications, one for
mirroring health and tness data and the other supporting a pervasive computing
application that helps a person remember to take medication, based on alerts
and ambient displays. This work makes a contribution as the rst infrastructure
designed to enable an individual user to create and manage the set of applications
and management of their information stores as a basis for controlling the use
of this information to support Sisyphean tasks. And a key contribution is the
analysis of the nature of Sisyphean tasks and the ways that pervasive computing
can support them by making use of the Mneme infrastructure.
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